patches of fog snagged in the tree tops
Hoh rain forest, March 2-4, '79

Day 73

9:30 a.m.

Fruitful afternoon.


Blue wood, cedars, moss and chestnut.

Mt. Col. Bob
Drowned trees along 101, from windlatter
- 7. Island tree, Arbutus
out 24, 2. windshiled
- 23 min, K’Hooh - Hoh reduced
- 18.5 101 - Hoh

Suddenly. 1st sign 7 rain broke!

6 mi 10 1/2 - more e. twist

Ridge to 4. Wind showed - logging

Humans green ceem + hungry
- lost elevens shots - large

- forest fire - settlement
parts - I can not see true tunnel, branches up either side 7 red web-d together overhead

- snow or cleanest patches: odd white or dark stuff

I gerust: The is - mine me s - hat

chunks 7 blowdown, sawed & pulled off road

1 hr old, K'rowl-itch cragged
Sticky ung ranger - 90 trees - land

2 ton

220 reed

Ind spurn - claim - 7 my log

length of my log

go do with sandin' C 7 than 150 yrs old

Tree she bulky 10 ft across.

trail, small weeds 1 14 ft dirt

14 ha up trail, bend & right - water has collapsed. bank, surrender it - open to rocks, 7 men.

in timber beyond
C: Some trees strip it main forest
or. closest are to form its pride and
are be walking there. now past.  

Dad 63 all. said I pain 1

Apply sanders in

climb trees. always too much

growth far. and a

lunch under cedar log
enjoySong in tent talk
green drapery spread on hammocks
leather shoes, firm soles
and tall tree
dark matter, hungry room
Silva spruce 16.4' clean
150 ft. t
the whole in deadly twelve up
boulders broken in
- nick and split woods
mustard yellow

not clear what anything begins
on leaves 71, a long e form to
needles will prove to be a
clowned tree, "trees from it will
walk up a living tree, &
be graded pency c and found
50-60-70 up, think (into air)

lake blue 7 10h 1 crack

camp robber (what "ear")
covers eeg 6-1 claudia
hurry rules shutting up

4th win 5th later I grew
Precipitation total: 0.11" via CTH bull. 3.19.3

Fog/ windfall - bright demerits 7

Cloudy - fog - lowered into treetops

Fire: 4:10 - 10 mi

Hike: 10:30 - c. 16 yds,

3 thickets oaks - we pass c. 15 yds,

they do not furnish us a glance.
Ranger: 90 trees in 6.9 mins.
22 0.0. sd my P & B today.
7 pel in 5 secs here. Ask me
how they did, try role up s'water.

"The w- nothing to do, just
drink a bit and listen to 'em
fall."

At every stream crossing, pods 7
leafy plants wave beneath water,
greener than shamrocks.

glaciated valley - river ribbon
tame, glacial debris.
chimbers a brief maple & edge maple, upholding it in part.

electric pears grow on trees & in corn—needs this much & more

to grow on

Appomattox heavens

Scott Aune, Oct 22-30

We went as far as Fort Meade Island

Ranger: Dear. Lt. Shanks Calder

Today
close near trees, big and as

5:25 on way out 7 peaks all
on apr 9th or 10th, we notice a nun
they are moving, the creamy balloon
always turned to us...
Overnight at K'lock: late trying to sleep inside a balloon.
- Tent wallowed & belled in wind, tried to leave ground, lifted us
  71 into fir trees, pulled
- Rain hit like buckshot on tent canvas
- C's left molder & leg kept getting unshackled & tent flapping
- Tiny splatters wet cum from tent in pourest rain.
- Tide roared steadily, wind a second roar
- We ended up islanded in molt of tent, soaked edges all around—
  like frogs on lily pad; wet muddling in at us.
- C occurred to her in molt of night: car was facing wrong—into
  storm—a worry in pick'; have c canoes or miles.
- C & I mutter to each other this night.
- Tent, which has been so far as Nova S'ia & away # of places in
  mtn west, is unhappy—wants to be elsewhere.
- Longer than 1 night, several nights in one
Drive from K’lock, Sun. mor.: road in a shallow river, pools of water gathering at car’s tires.
- Rain comes often in sheets; at Quinault, constant playing rain out of south.
- Rain sometimes moves in solidly through air, to walls, pillars.
Hoh trees — big around as roots & twice as tall as cathedral spires.
Hoh: during big windstorm, pair of ecm backpackers were at Olympus 5th shelter, ranger told us. 2 shelters there. They for some reason chose one over other. Colossal spire came down & demolished other.

Trail crews still working on windfalls—they were at 5 mile 1. when we turned and tar.

Windfalls are书面, e camp ground & along trail
Hoh: laugast: the s-river that is holy
insert in Hoh rain forest day: compare short length of Hoh River
to the Nisqually's dive from Mt Rainier to the Sound.
"Surely the fog is clearing away--lifting or dissipating under the influence of the rising sun," I ventured to say...

"The trees is drinkin' it," shouts John, from his place at the head of the caravan. "That whut they live on mostly. When they git done breakfast, you'll get warm enough."

(from Susan Schrepfer disstn, ch. 1, ftnted item #35, quote from W.G. Bonner, "The Trail in the Redwoods," OVERLAND MONTHLY, 37, #6, June 1901, 1062)